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Abstract: In centuries the images or pictures was drawn by manual process with human intervention. However, the technology 

evolved and photography was first invented and images were captured by low end resolution cameras which were black and 

white images. However, enhancing the black and white images into color images was an extension research in the field of 

computer vision and machine learning techniques. Auto-Colorization of a grayscale image has been an imminent topic in the 

image processing and also an interesting area to explore over the recent years with the importance given to achieve the 

artifact-free quality. It is being used to improve the visual appealing of images like the grayscale photos, historic illusions, 

degraded images or videos. In this article, we aim to perform auto-colorization by taking a grayscale image as an input and 

generate a realistic colorized output image using convolutional neural network (CNN) and generative adversarial network 

(GAN). Both these proposed models tries to map grayscale image with their respective RGB colour format. The proposed 

models are trained on the standard dataset Flickr by ourselves with 30k images having 200X200 resolutions. The obtained 

result  is compared using the adam optimizer and root means squared error and is clearly stated  that the performance of auto-

colorization of the generative adversarial network is better when compared with convolutional neural network model. 

 

Index Terms: Auto-colorization, Generative adversarial network, generator, discriminator, Root mean squared error, 

Convolutional neural network 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In past the black and white images are captured due to the low end resolution cameras. Every image has some internal meaning 

which was depicted by its visual appearance. In order to enhance the visual appearance of grayscale image by using color 

photography is to interpret its hidden meaning. 

 Generally in centuries, paintings were done in the form of cloth painting, wall painting or manuscripts. For example, we see the 

wall paintings in historical place in all over the world. A person uses paints, photoshop softwares, editing software or other tools 

for image colorization which doesn’t guarantee to give high quality results. 

However, the quality of grayscale images can be enhanced by using techniques like auto-colorization which is a process of 

imposing colors to grayscale images or monochromic videos. We perform colorization operation on the input grayscale image 

without any human intervention and generate a realistic colorized output image. In other words, adding colors to a grayscale 

image and generating a plausible colored image. 

Figure 1. A sample grayscale image showing a man sitting in the waiting hall. 
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  Over the recent years, colorization has been one of the interesting areas of research and even color photography 

has now became a part of our daily lifestyle due to which people tend to prefer a realistic colored image over the grayscale image. 

Grayscale images are a monochromic image that doesn’t have any information about the color, shades and is less attractive to the 

people, whereas colored image has more information stored and is more attractive to the eyes of the viewers.  

Despite of manual paintings and photoshops in hand, it is also necessary to ensure that colorization safeguards the 

richness, meaning and conditions that are to be considered in the grayscale. Grayscale image being a one dimensional are to be 

mapped to their original color space. The color space here is RGB that represents the image into three-dimensional information 

named Red, Green and Blue. Initially data pre- processing is performed, where we have better results using LAB color space and 

for this conversion of images to LAB we use tensor flow and plot LAB color space. This process is useful to perform test on a 

single image but when we want to perform on a huge dataset, we can use various model based approaches that were time saving 

too on the other hand. In the literature, there are several model based approaches and among those, we will be outlining effective 

models like the convolutional neural network(CNN)  using Keras and Generative Adversarial Network(GAN).  

  After the generation of colorized output image using CNN and GAN, the resultant performance of both the 

models are computed using performance metric like root mean squared error (rmse), which predicts the similarities with the 

expected output image. It is observed that GAN gives better results and quality than CNN. The concept of colorization has a vivid 

real time application like restoration of old images, enhancement of degraded images or videos, medical research, object 

detection, image classification. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: the literature review is presented in section-II.In section III discussed about 

our proposed methodology. Experimentation was described in section –IV .The results of the work presented in section V of this 

article. Conclusion work presented in section VI.  

II. RELATED WORK 

 The process of colorization is a cryptic task since it doesn’t have specific solution to rely on. Various approaches to the 

task of colorization can be divided into three groups: scribble-based, example-based, and learning-based. 

 In the scribble-based colorization approach, colors are interpolated in the grayscale image based on the scribbles given 

by an artist. Levin et al [8] proposed the principle that states that the neighbouring pixels with close color intensities must have 

near colors and applied this method for certain stationary images and videos. However this approach has a few problems on the 

image like the color blending effect and performance was based on the human skills. 

 In the example-based colorization approach, color translation is carried out based on the reference color image 

information by using the color correlation method proposed by Reinhard et al [11]. But this approach gives better results only 

when an input given to the algorithm is a proper color image. 

  The learning-based colorization approach in [14-17] applied to different machine learning models and algorithms so as 

to make the model learn complex patterns and extract features present in an image by using a large dataset. This approach is 

automatic and also overcomes the drawback of manual coloring methodologies. Over the past few years, CNN based approaches 

were used for the task of image colorization. In [16-18], authors detailed the concurrent extraction of both global and local 

features which are further fused together. CNNs became a vital player to handle tasks like the restoration, image-labelling apart 

from image colorization. But there were drawbacks in CNN like the image quality and object identification was not up to the 

mark for a few samples which the GANS were able to overcome. GANs were introduced in 2014 by Ian, et al and have been 

proven to yield the most clear-sighted outcomes for the image colorization problem. GANS has the capability of generating new 

data samples within itself and improve computer vision. GANS has the discriminator component that distinguish the images as 

fake or real. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

 Intially we implement CNN, Autoencoder and CNN using Transfer Learning, alongside the trainable parameters. 

Followed by the proposed method implemented using Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). Both resultant images are 

compared with the ground truth image. 
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3.1 DATASET CONSIDERED 

       For our experimentation, we considered a Flickr 30k dataset for training and validation. 

The Flickr dataset consists of colored images of various categories in order to train the model to predict the colors for different 

objects and shapes. It is a standard dataset that contains 30 thousand images in 200x200 resolution and perform training on those 

images. We also have a Flickr 8k dataset, subset of Flickr 30k dataset that contains 8 thousand images in 200x200 resolution. This 

was used for the initial training to understand the performance and accuracy. 

Figure 2. Some sample images taken from the flickr dataset 

 

3.2 PRE-PROCESSING 

 The Flickr dataset are considered as an input values and are being pre-processed, including the conversion of CIELAB 

color space. For training and a validation set, we convert those rgb images to grayscale images.  

After the pre-processing of data, implementation of the proposed model is preceded as follows: 

3.3 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a model that has three sections namely encoder, glabal feature extractor, decoder. It is 

built of 8 blocks of convolutional layers, without any pooling layers. At the end of each block, batch normalization is used as the only 

regularization. This CNN model does not have any activation layer towards the edge of the network. It uses Adam optimizer. CNN succeeded 

in their ability to learn and discern colors, patterns from the given image and associate them with the classes of objects. CNN is 

very useful as it combines the local features and global features together and takes less time duration, when compared to the 

manual paintings.  

Figure 3.System Flow Diagram for Auto-colorization Model; (a) during training and (b) during testing. 
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Figure 4.Overview of the CNN model architecture for auto-colorization of grayscale images. 

3.4 AUTOENCODER MODEL 

The Auto encoders is a type of neural network which reduces the dimensions of the input and the loss function. Auto encoders are 

built from two components named encoder and decoder. This autoencoder model consists of four convolutional layers namely the 

central block of layers, Flatten, two Dense and one Reshape layers that act as an encoder part. This model also have four 

convolutional transpose layers that act as decoder part. The encoder transforms the input data into a lower-dimensional 

representation while the decoder recovers the input data from low dimensional representation. CNN can be used in the encoding 

and decoding parts of the auto encoders for image colorization.  

 

Figure 5.Overview of the Autoencoder model architecture for auto-colorization of grayscale images. 

3.5 COMBINATION OF CNN AND XCEPTION PRETRAINED MODEL 
 

The another approach is implementation of CNN using transfer learning which is referred as Xception pretrained model. In our 

auto-colorization we use Xception, which is an extreme inception. This model acts as encoder for the input and there are five 

convolutional layers that acts as decoder representing the expected output. In the training stage, Adam optimizer and root mean 

square error are used. 

 
3.6 GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK 

GAN are one of the recent innovation in the machine learning. GAN learns from a set of training data and further generates new 

data that is similar to the training data. NoGAN is subset of GAN training that is developed to solve some key problems. This 

provides the benefits of reducing time while spending direct GAN training and also eliminates glitches if any. In implementation 

of NoGAN, first generator is trained by itself in a conventional way with just the feature loss. After generation of images, 

discriminator differentiate the outputs and the real images as a binary classifier. Finally based on the render factor we sharpen the 

background.  

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 

The overall experimentation is carried out by the proposed model is outlined in section III of the article using the benchmark 

dataset outlined in the section 3.1 of the article is implemented in Google Collab with Python programming language and Tensor 

Flow as backend. The obtained results are evaluated with performance metric root mean squared error for similarity measures. 

For suppose let us consider that θˆ be an estimator with respect to a given estimated parameter θ, the Root Mean Square Error is 

formulated as 
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    MSE = (1/MN) ∑Mn=1 ∑Nm=1[gˆ(n,m)−g(n,m)]2   - (1) 

    RMSE(θˆ)=√ MSE(θˆ)       - (2) 

V.RESULTS 

5.1. Training  

 The models are trained approximately with 30 K images in the dataset, out of which 80% were used for training purpose 

and the remaining 20% were used for the testing purpose. This split is done based on the total number of samples in the dataset as 

well as actual model that is being trained. In addition, testing of colorization is carried out using root mean squared error. The best 

results were reflected with batch size 96 and split ratio 80:20, 250 epochs. Increasing the epochs from 250 to 500 has improvised 

the quality results and realistic outcome. Coding was carried out using Python 3.7.  

 5.2 Colorization Results on Test Images 

 After the training phase is completed, images from the test and validation dataset were loaded to the model. The obtained 

results were good for few objects like human being, animals, trees and weren’t good for the light backgrounds with CNN model. 

However, with GAN the results were plausibly good and showed unbelievable outcomes with natural elements like trees, 

background. 

 

 

Figure 6. Results obtained from the model on a part of dataset as well as custom images. The 1st row represents the input 

grayscale images, the 2nd row represents the ground truth image that is the actual outcome, the 3rd row represents the predicted 

outcome with CNN model and the 4th row represents the GAN model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Graph showing the model accuracy vs. number of epochs (dataset: 30k, Number of Epochs= 500, Batch size: 96) 
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Figure 8. Graph showing the model loss vs. number of epochs (dataset: 30k, Number of Epochs= 500, Batch size: 96) 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we are focused on the colorization of grayscale image which generate a realistic color image as outcome. The 

model was trained on a standard flickr dataset of 30k images. We implemented this problem in two sections where the first 

section had CNN, Autoencoder and CNN using Transfer Learning model and the second section has GAN. The performance of 

the model from the two sections is compared for evaluating with the traditional methods such as root mean squared error 

(RMSE). The results are discussed in section VI. Hence, our proposed model for grayscale colorization gives better results with 

GAN compared with the first section CNN. The proposed model successfully color the image components such as sky, trees. 

The proposed model is a generalized approach can be experimented further with various datasets for various applications that 

involve image colorization. 
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